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Ski bindings - He
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Length ajustment

No
676.00
One size
Black Chrome
635 g/ 1/2pair
5-12
LowTech HM
HM
HM
20 mm
90 - 105 mm
45 mm

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The all-new LOOK HM 12 D105 offers the ultimate in high-performance freeride
touring and safety. Compatible only with pin-tech boots, the HM 12 ultilizes a
frameless design, weighs only 1270 g/pr and provides a 5-12 release value range,
positioning itself as the most modern, performance-oriented freeride touring
bindings on the market. A new pivoting, pin-tech toe-piece delivers increased
elasticity to reduce unwanted pre-release for confident retention when pushing
your boundaries, while the frameless design allows natural ski flex for enhanced
ski-ability and downhill performance.
Rec. Ski Width: 90-105mm

MAIN TECHNOLOGY

HM

The LOOK HM is positioned as one of the most modern and relevant products on
the market: - A moderate weight of 1,270 g/pair - Three brake widths to adapt to all
types of skis - A heelpiece designed to maximize flex for excellent skiability -
Enhanced elasticity to reduce the risk of unwanted pre-release

OTHER TECHNOLOGIES
LIGHT WEIGHT

LOOK designs lightweight bindings featuring the highest-levels of retention and
release that make skiing and carrying your skis easier, without compromising on
safety.
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OPEN BINDING

Traditional screw-mounted bindings are compatible with any "flat" alpine ski on the
market.

TÜV
All LOOK bindings are designed to give skiers maximum safety. TÜV Munich
certifies our products, ensuring that they conform to safety standards and verifying
that our assembly equipment and processes are capable of manufacturing them in
accordance with international ISO standards.
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